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Inventory in the Kitchen The Challenge of the Floating Crocodile The Mission of the Temple BellsBy Vadim
Pushkarev for Coinidol.com Cryptocurrency exchange HitBTC has begun trading of bitcoin cash and litecoin
on its website. “We welcome our new users to HitBTC. We have developed a new trading platform and are

now ready to serve the crypto community. These two cryptocurrencies can be traded on our platform.
Users can follow the trading here to learn more about trading”, said HitBTC. The company warned that the
wallets had been synchronized “from a backup we made in March”. Users are informed to have their funds
in both their wallets and know their private keys. Bitcoin cash is currently trading at $1,731 with a market

cap of $5.82 billion. The coin has seen a near 60% decrease in price from it’s all-time high of $3,500.
Bitcoin cash has long been discussed by traders as a new high-risk/high-reward market. It is not the first
time cryptocurrency exchange HitBTC has added new cryptocurrencies to its list of available assets. Last
week HitBTC started trading Ethereum and will soon add Stellar Lumens and Ripple. Litecoin is currently

trading at $29.41 with a market cap of $1.87 billion. The coin has seen a 35% rise in price from it’s all time
low of $13 and a 5-fold increase on the spot exchange since it’s all-time high. This is not HitBTC’s first

decision to add crypto-currencies to its exchange. Earlier in the year the exchange unveiled their
partnership with ShapeShift.io, a decentralized exchange, to let users convert cryptocurrencies to fiat

before withdrawing or depositing money. This is also not the first time a bitcoin cash has been “promoted”
by both Ethereum and Litecoin. In January, the Litecoin Foundation’s head of communication, David Bird,
announced that the Foundation was going to change it’s community from Ethereum to Litecoin. The token
was called “YOUR LITECOIN” and any community members holding it received dividends. Litecoin will not
be the only altcoin to suffer. After a public debate about pumping coins, Onecoin appeared to have gone
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